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The minimal gene set essential for life has long been sought. We
report the 860-kb genome of the obligate intracellular plant
pathogen phytoplasma (Candidatus Phytoplasma asteris, OY
strain). The phytoplasma genome encodes even fewer metabolic
functions than do mycoplasma genomes. It lacks the pentose
phosphate cycle and, more unexpectedly, ATP-synthase
subunits, which are thought to be essential for life. This may be
the result of reductive evolution as a consequence of life as an
intracellular parasite in a nutrient-rich environment.

The genus Phytoplasma (phylum Firmicutes, class Mollicutes), previ-
ously called mycoplasma-like organisms, is an economically impor-
tant group of bacterial phytopathogens transmitted by insects1,2. Like
other mollicutes, phytoplasmas lack cell walls, are pleomorphic and
reside endocellularly in insects and plant phloem. Unlike the well char-
acterized mycoplasmas (mollicutes that reside extracellularly in their
animal hosts), the phytoplasmas are endocellular. Their metabolic
pathways and host interactions are of interest in agricultural and basic
sciences. But the inability to culture phytoplasmas in vitro has hin-
dered their characterization at the molecular level, the determination
of factors involved in their pathogenicity and the discovery of effective
ways to control or cure phytoplasma diseases.

The genomes of four plant-pathogenic bacteria have been com-
pletely sequenced3. All of these bacteria inhabit nutrient-poor xylem
or nonspecific tissues. Here, we report the first completely sequenced
genome of a phloem-limited plant-pathogenic bacterium, phyto-
plasma OY strain4 (Candidatus Phytoplasma asteris), line OY-M5,6.
Phytoplasma is the first obligate intracellular bacterium inhabiting
both plant and insect to have its genome sequenced.

The genome consists of one chromosome of 860,631 bp and two
smaller extrachromosomes, EcOYM and pOYM7 (Table 1 and Fig. 1a;
Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Table 1 online). The chromosome is a circular DNA molecule with
28% G + C content. It contains 754 open reading frames (ORFs), com-
prising 73% of the chromosome; 66% of these ORFs have significant
homology to sequences deposited in GenBank.

Like the mycoplasma chromosome, the phytoplasma chromosome
lacks many genes related to amino acid and fatty acid biosynthesis, the
tricarboxylic acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation. Unlike the
mycoplasma chromosome, it also lacks genes for the phosphotrans-
ferase system and for metabolizing UDP-galactose to glucose 1-phos-
phate (Fig. 1b; Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 online), suggesting that
phytoplasmas possess a unique sugar intake and metabolic system.

The pentose phosphate pathway (P) is conserved in bacteria, such as
Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis, and in reduced-genome bacteria,
such as Buchnera sp., an obligate symbiont of aphids, and mollicute
bacteria8–10. But no genes involved in this pathway are present in the
phytoplasma genome. Cells use the P to synthesize NADPH and to
obtain reducing power. The P also supplies the ribose 5-phosphate
necessary to synthesize nucleotides. As phytoplasmas lack most of the
genes necessary to synthesize nucleotides, except for those in the sal-
vage pathway, they probably do not synthesize nucleotides, but rather
absorb them from their environment, unlike mycoplasmas. As phyto-
plasmas inhabit the nutrient-rich host cytoplasm, they probably
evolved retrogressively, losing more genes of this type than did
mycoplasmas; they probably assimilate most of the metabolites that
they cannot synthesize from the host cell. By contrast, the phyto-
plasma genome encodes folate synthesis genes, which may allow phy-
toplasmas to adapt to the very different plant and insect environments
that they inhabit.

The phylogenetically distant Rickettsia prowazekii has incomplete
nucleotide synthesis pathways11, and phytoplasmas have a similar gene
set for nucleotide metabolism (see Supplementary Table 4 online). As
both phytoplasmas and R. prowazekii have an endocellular lifestyle,
this common gene loss may reflect convergent evolution. No transport
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Table 1  General features of the phytoplasma genome

Chromosome EcOYM pOYM

Length (bp) 860,631 5,025 3,932

G + C content (percent) 28 25 24

Protein-coding region
(percentage of chromosome) 73 71 75

Protein-coding genes

With assigned function 446 2 2

Conserved hypothetical 51

Hypothetical 257 4 3

Total 754 6 5

Average length of
protein-coding genes (bp) 785 597 588

tRNA 32

rRNA operons 2
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systems for nucleosides, nucleotides or NADP/NADPH were identi-
fied in the phytoplasma genome, although they are probably present.

Most bacteria, including reduced-genome bacteria8–10, produce
F0F1-type ATP synthase and synthesize ATP through a reverse proton
discharge reaction. The F0F1-type ATP-synthase subunits necessary
for ATP-proton motive force interconversion are essential in
Mycoplasma genitalium8,12, and all ATP-synthase subunits are mem-
bers of the proposed minimal gene set indispensable for life13.
Chlamydia trachomatis lacks these genes but contains the archaeal
A0A1-type ATP synthase14. Unexpectedly, none of the eight ATP-syn-
thase subunits was identified in the phytoplasma genome.
Phytoplasma is the first living organism found to lack them all13. C.
trachomatis has an ATP/ADP translocase and imports host ATP14, but
the phytoplasma genome does not encode similar genes, suggesting
that it imports host ATP by an unknown mechanism. Alternatively,

ATP synthesis in phytoplasma might be strongly dependent on the
glycolysis pathway, as glycolysis turnover is increased in B. subtilis
strains in which the atp operon has been deleted15.

The phytoplasma chromosome includes a gene encoding
sucrose phosphorylase, which cleaves sucrose into glucose and
fructose. But evidence that its ORF is incomplete and the absence
of sucrose phosphorylase activity suggest that this gene is non-
functioning; an ancestral phytoplasma may have had a functional
copy of this gene (data not shown). Sucrose concentration is much
lower in insect cells, which might explain why phytoplasmas no
longer require this gene.

Analysis of the phytoplasma genome identified glucanase and
hemolysin-like proteins as possible virulence factors. No other
known virulence genes were found in the phytoplasma genome, sug-
gesting that new mechanisms govern their virulence. Although

metabolic genes are scarce, the phytoplasma
genome contains as many as 27 genes encod-
ing transporter systems, such as malate,
metal-ion and amino-acid transporters,
some of which have multiple copies (Fig. 1b;
Supplementary Table 5 online), suggesting
that phytoplasmas aggressively import many
metabolites from the host cell. The con-
sumption of these metabolites with phyto-
plasma infection may greatly disturb the
metabolic balance of the host cell, causing
disease symptoms.

In addition to many transporter genes,
there are multiple redundant copies of the
genes uvrD, hflB, tmk, dam and ssb (18% of
the total genes), which are present as single
genes in many bacteria (Fig. 1a). This might
explain why the phytoplasma genome is larger
than that of M. genitalium (which is ∼580 kb)
despite the loss of many metabolic genes.
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Figure 1  Schematic representation of the
chromosome and metabolic pathways of
phytoplasma. (a) Circular representation of the
phytoplasma chromosome. The outer circle shows
predicted protein-coding regions on the plus
strand classified by function using the color code
at the bottom of the figure. The second circle
shows predicted protein-coding regions on the
minus strand. The third and fourth circles show
the multiple redundant genes on the plus and
minus strands, respectively (see Supplementary
Note online). The fifth circle shows the GC-skew
value ((G – C)/(G + C)). The sixth circle shows the
G + C content (higher values outward). The
seventh and eighth circles show tRNAs (blue)
and rRNAs (red) on the plus and minus strands,
respectively. The scale in kb is indicated
(numbers on the outside of the chromosome).
(b) An overview of phytoplasma metabolism and
transport. Shown are transporters and the main
elements of metabolic pathways, deduced from
the set of genes with predicted functions. Red
arrows: pathways or transporters found in the
M. genitalium genome but not in the phytoplasma
genome. Blue arrows: pathways or transporters
found in the phytoplasma genome but not in the
M. genitalium genome. Detailed information
about abbreviated names is given in
Supplementary Note online.
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In conclusion, analysis of the phytoplasma genome suggests reduc-
tive evolution as a consequence of its life as an intracellular parasite in a
nutrient-rich environment and shows that phytoplasma lacks several
genes previously considered to be essential for autonomously replicat-
ing cells. Instead, it possesses transporter genes involved in the uptake
of substances from the cytoplasm of surrounding host cells. Although it
is difficult to define the minimal genome concept for pathogens and
symbionts that rely on their hosts, phytoplasmas are unique bacteria
that contain a new minimal gene set.

Accession numbers. Sequences are available in the DNA Data Bank of Japan
with the following accession numbers: phytoplasma chromosome, AP006628;
EcOYM, AB076263; pOYM, AB061723.

URL. Detailed information about the phytoplasma genome sequencing project
is available at http://user.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/∼knamba/phytoplasma/.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Genetics website.
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